Introduction

This paper is concerned with the flow o f dry, noncohesive, granular materials in hoppers. I t is well known that for plane
 (wedge-shaped) 
included angle is increased and a vertical bin is added t o the top o f the inclined sides o f the hopper changes occur in the flow pattern which are much less well understood. Most o f the motion occurs i n a central core, funnel or "rat-hole'' and stagnant regions o f material tend t o occur near the walls o f the bin or hopper. This paper presents experimental observations o f funnel flows in plane hoppers with vertical bins since it is not only o f fundamental interest but is also important t o the hopper designer. In this regard comparison is made with some o f the existing design criteria such as that proposed by Jenike [ I ] . T h e various types o f flow pattern which were observed in the present experiments are indicated in
 Fig. 1 (also 
